
 

COHEN THE FACE OF AMERICA:    04.01.2018 

Cohen: The Red Sea is Slipping into the Total Arab Control  

 

His insincere but sugar laced, biased, ever one sided recommendation for 

reconciliation will never reach to knock the doors of Eritreans 

 

I don’t want to be vulgar to call this person names, given his freewheeling far 

away from the truth recommendations. Who is this person telling us Eritreans 

what to do with our sovereign country. It is not the first time that we Eritreans 

confronting this Ambassador. We still remember the conferences in Nairobi 

and London on the eve of the Independence of Eritrea. It is high time that this 

man learns that Eritrea has thousands of Ambassadors in the Diaspora, who 

would not let him go unchallenged. Does he still don’t know, how much 

Eritreans love their country und never again put it for sale. You are in a hustle, 

because your baby WEYANE is crumbling and time is running out for both of 

you. You and your country have adopted a mistaken policy. It is legitimate that 

you are harvesting the result of your misguided policy. You have strangled 

Eritrea for over twenty five years enacting fake sanctions for no reason, for the 

benefit of Ethiopia. And now you want to drag Eritrea to a biased 

reconciliation.       

The  Ambassador proposes: Badme will be returned to Eritrean control 

pursuant to the Algerian arbitration agreement. 

The ownership of Badme has been as Final and Binding already decided in the 

International Court. What has Badme to do with your biased recommendation. 

Why do you try to link Badme to your proposals? Let it be clear to you that 

Ethiopia may occupy Badme, may refuse to cede it for the time been. But our 

thirty years struggle has taught us patience, belt tightening and walking on the 

razor of a blade. We will wait for the right time patiently. Our main enemies are 

not Ethiopians, but its masters.  

Does the author of this article know that the Red Sea is named after Eritrea. 

The Red Sea is called The Eritrean Sea. The word Red is for Eritrea. Here again, 

like Badme, our Red Sea belongs only to us Eritreans and to nobody else. The 

Red Sea is Eritrean Territory. The author has have to comprehend that there 



will never be a negotiation about ERITREAN TERRITORY and the Arab countries 

bordering the Red Sea have all the right to use their part of the Red Sea, in 

whatever way they want to use it. 

He proposes: Establishment of security control and the exploitation of 

resources in the Red Sea will be joint.  

 Dear Ambassador, I hope you have not gone out of his mind or do you take us 

Eritreans for bums.  Why would Ethiopia have a share of our resources in the 

Red Sea? Red Sea is Eritrean Territory. What the hell has Ethiopia to do with 

the Red Sea? Ethiopia has no access to sea. Has she to jump over Eritrean 

Territory to grab a share of the resources in the Red Sea. Mr. Ambassador your 

proposal is misguided and out of place. It is insane. You Americans never want 

peace, not only in East Africa but all over the world. If you don’t create conflicts 

between races, religions, countries, regions ext. then you have no chance to 

come in as savers, as problem solvers, as conflict solicitors, in order to sell your 

war armaments and deplete other countries natural resources. Badme was 

Fake. Human Rights was fake. Monitoring Group was fake. Djibouti was fake.  

He Proposes: Pre-war economic relations will be restored to the status quo 

ante, including a dedicated duty-free Ethiopian section of Assab Port under a 

50 year lease at an indexed rental. 

Mr. Ambassador, you know very well the reason why Ethiopia is not using our 

Ports. Melles has cunningly planed to refuse the use of our Ports, hoping that 

Eritrea will collapse economically and cease to exist as a country and march in 

and occupy Eritrea without firing a single bullet. Melles’s strategy did not work. 

Apparently, he unlearned what Isaias taught him in the field. Moreover, the 

plan was not only Melles’s but was also America’s plan. Before Melle’s plan, 

there was an agreement with Ethiopia, to get the services of our Ports, 

according to International Maritime Regulations on land locked countries. 

These regulations is still in place today and will still be there tomorrow. No 

more no less. No exceptions. 

I wonder why the educated Eritreans; the professors, phds and doctors do not 

come out to challenge the Ambassador. 

I would like also to take the opportunity to encourage the Government of 

Eritrea, to be steadfast as ever. I would even go further to suggest that after 

years of fake sanctions and proved unfounded year after year, let no single 

Sanctions Representative come in the country. Now that they are empty 

handed to continuo with the sanctions, their aim is to start anew fake reports, 



to lend the sanctions life to continuo. Let no Representative come in. Let it be 

what is going to be. Don’t even go to the UNSC to refute their fake reports. Stay 

at home. Forget the lifting of the sanctions. Lead the country simply with the 

resources you have and with what you can. 

Countries like Russia and China look to their Interests only. They have betrayed 

us at the beginning, at the time the sanctions were passed. That time, one veto 

either from Russia or China would have blocked the passing of the sanction. 

Now, even when it is proved that there is no evidence found, and even when 

Russia and China would vote for the lifting of the sanctions, it will be vetoed by 

USA again and again and there will be no end to the lifting of the sanctions. 

America will veto the resolution year after year.  

 

Yohannes Zeratsion 

FFM  Germany 

    


